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Hooker Furniture Home Entertainment 69in Entertainment Center
View all of the items in the 6001-55 collection
Learn more about the Hooker Furniture brand

 Print   Add to Wish List

Contemporary and chic, this entertainment center combines natural materials and a classic black and white color scheme and shell motif to create a functional focal point. Crafted of Mango Wood with bone inlay, a
natural wood finish on the outside of the case contrasts with black and white inlay on the door fronts and is complemented by a gray metal base and hardware and an off-white painted interior. There’s one removable
shelf behind each door, a 3-plug electrical outlet, ventilated back panel and soft-close hinges on the doors. We want to help make your downtime enjoying movies, electronic games or music even better. That's why
we've thoughtfully designed a wide selection of home entertainment furniture in styles ranging from American traditional to casual to modern.

SKU: 6001-55469-00

Have Questions? Contact Us

See an error on this page? Please report it so that we may correct it.

 

What's New  • FAQs  • Get to Know Us  • Investor Relations  • Apply to Become an Authorized Reseller

This is an exciting time for Hooker Furniture! Be part of the journey and view our latest introductions of "livable elegance". Find a treasure trove of design ideas and inspiration on our blog, explore our products and become a customer today!
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 Snapshot

Some color variation in photos of our furniture finishes, leathers and fabrics is possible due to lighting and differing resolution quality on computer
devices.
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+ITEM AVAILABILITY

-OTHER DETAILS

Finish Construction: Hooker Furniture utilizes a multiple-step finish process of up to 16 finish steps. This results in an unsurpassed clarity, depth and color richness and durability to our finishes. Through hand-
craftsmanship such as rubbing and padding, our finishes feel as good as they look, with a smoothness that is delightful to the touch.

Frame Construction: Hooker Furniture uses carefully chosen solid wood and select wood veneers over durable wood products in our furniture construction. Use of veneers enables more decorative looks unattainable
with solid wood. Veneers are used over durable wood products such

SKU: 6001-55469-00

Availability: In Stock - Martinsville, VA

Brand: Hooker Furniture

Category: Home Entertainment

Description: 69in Entertainment Center

Status: New

Type: Entertainment Centers, TV Stands

MORE PRODUCTS TO LOVE (6)

Entertainment Console
5993-55460-80

Entertainment Console
5994-55472-95

Entertainment Console
5996-55472-89

Entertainment Console
5997-55459-85

Entertainment Console
5998-55490-85

69in Entertainment Center
6007-55469-15

 

VISUALLY SIMILAR ITEMS

Hooker Furniture 6001-55469-00 69in
Entertainment Center

Hooker Furniture 7228-55010-02
Commerce & Market Jaiden Three Door

Credenza

Hooker Furniture 5649-55486-MWD
Four-Door Entertainment Console

Hooker Furniture 5751-55483-89
Beaumont Entertainment Console

Hooker Furniture 5649-55469-MWD
Serramonte 69in Entertainment/Accent

Console

Hooker Furniture 628-55029-85 Melange
Swanston Credenza

Hooker Furniture 5993-55460-80
Entertainment Console
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Entertainment Console
5997-55459-85

Entertainment Console
5994-55472-95

Entertainment Console
5993-55460-80
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BRANDFOLDER

Hooker Furniture - A Hooker Furnishings Company

  

Hooker Furniture Home Entertainment 69in Entertainment Center

Hooker Furniture
www.hookerfurniture.com

SKU: 6001-55469-00

Width: 69" (175.3 cm)

Depth: 16" (40.6 cm)

Height: 34" (86.4 cm)

Weight: 176 lb (79.2 kg)

Volume: 29.29 cu ft (0.8 m3)

Carton Width: 19 (48.3 cm)

Carton Length: 72" (182.9 cm)

Carton Height: 37 (94 cm)

Carton Weight: 198 lb (89.1 kg)

Availability: In Stock - Martinsville, VA

Type: Entertainment Centers, TV Stands

Category: Home Entertainment

Collection: 6001-55

Number of Shelves: 3

Number of Drawers: 0

Number of Leaves: 0

Style: Transitional

Finish: Light Wood

Brand: Hooker Furniture

Product Description: Contemporary and chic, this entertainment center combines natural materials and a classic black and white color scheme and shell motif to create a
functional focal point. Crafted of Mango Wood with bone inlay, a natural wood finish on the outside of the case contrasts with black and white inlay on the door fronts and is
complemented by a gray metal base and hardware and an off-white painted interior. There’s one removable shelf behind each door, a 3-plug electrical outlet, ventilated back
panel and soft-close hinges on the doors.

Collection Features: We want to help make your downtime enjoying movies, electronic games or music even better. That's why we've thoughtfully designed a wide selection of
home entertainment furniture in styles ranging from American traditional to casual to modern.

Status: New

Max TV Size: 70" Flat Screen

Finish: Light natural wood finish on outside of case with off-white painted interior and black and white bone inlay on the door fronts. Gray metal base and hardware

Features: Three doors with bone inlay on the door fronts
Doors have soft-close hinges and roller catches
One removable shelf behind each door
Ventilated back panel
Three-plug electrical outlet

Material: Mango Wood with Bone Inlay and Metal

Finish Construction: Hooker Furniture utilizes a multiple-step finish process of up to 16 finish steps. This results in an unsurpassed clarity, depth and color richness and
durability to our finishes. Through hand-craftsmanship such as rubbing and padding, our finishes feel as good as they look, with a smoothness that is delightful to the touch.

Frame Construction: Hooker Furniture uses carefully chosen solid wood and select wood veneers over durable wood products in our furniture construction. Use of veneers
enables more decorative looks unattainable with solid wood. Veneers are used over durable wood products such
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